COLPAR SIGLO XXI REPORT 2017

COLPAR SIGLO XXI Members: Federación Argentina de Paracaidismo (Argentina), Confederacao Brasileira de Para-quadismo (Brazil), Federación Colombiana de Deportes Aéreos (Colombia)*, Asociación Costaricense de Paracaidismo Deportivo (Costa Rica)*, Club de Aviación de Cuba (Cuba)*, Federación Salvadoreña de Paracaidismo y Aerodeportes (El Salvador)*, Asociación Paraguaya de Paracaidismo Deportivo (Paraguay), Club Uruguayo de Paracaidismo (Uruguay)*, Federación Chilena de Paracaidismo (Chile), Federación Peruana de Aerodeportes (Peru)*, Asociación Venezolana de los Deportes Aeronáuticos (Venezuela)*, Asociación Deportiva Nacional de Paracaidismo de Guatemala (Guatemala), asociación Deportiva de Paracaidismo de Bolivia (Bolivia)

On October 27, the General Conference of COLPAR-SIGLO XXI took place in Villa María. Among the subjects that were exposed it is important to mention the entry of a new country to our organization. Ecuador is actually about to complete its entry to COLPAR-SIGLO XXI, which will materialize with the total shipment of the required documentation according to our statutes.

MoU FAI - COLPAR SIGLO XXI
On April 13, 2017, FAI and COLPAR-SIGLO XXI signed a Memorandum of Understanding that involves important aspects for the development of Latin American parachuting. An important aspect of the document is the support of the FAI for the training of Latin American judges.

PARTICIPATION OF FAI/COLPAR JUDGES
We are proud of the participation of our FAI judges in the following events of the 2017 FAI calendar:
- 9th FAI European Freefall Style and Accuracy Landing Championships and 6th FAI Junior European Freefall Style and Accuracy Landing Championships, Podgorica, MNE, the Argentines FAI Judges Alejandro Agoglia and Hugo Peralta and the Peruvian FAI Judge Meylin Sanchez.
- 18th ASIANIA Parachuting Championship and China International Parachuting Open, Jí’an, CHN, Peruvian FAI Judge Meylin Sanchez, who has also obtained the certification of FAI Judge Freefall Style.
X LATÍN AMERICAN FS 4-WAY CHAMPIONSHIP

From October 26 to 29, 2017, at the Presidente Néstor Kirchner Airport, in Villa María, Province of Córdoba, the X Latin American Formation Skydiving 4-Way Event Championship, organized by the Federación Argentina de Paracaidismo (FAP) and by the aeroclub Villa María. The event was sponsored and supervised by COLPAR-SIGLO XXI. Teams from Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Ecuador and Guatemala participated in the championship.

Results:
1st Place BRASIL
2nd Place CHILE
3rd Place ARGENTINA

CARBCOLPAR Training Course, in FS.

This course was developed during the X Latin American Championships in Formation Skydiving 4 way.
The target was that the National Judges improve their skills and became COLPAR Judges.
The Chief Judge Training was the recognized FS COLPAR Judge Mr. Alberto Gomez from Argentina.

Seven National Judges were promoted as new COLPAR Judges.

Chile
- Mr. Alvaro Lagos

Argentina
- Mrs. Andrea Reyna
- Mr. Luis Alberto Ortiz
- Mr. Ricardo Ocorso
- Mr. Gonzalo Scillia
- Mr. Adolfo Ruz
- Mr. Roberto Mugnani

RECORDS

COLPAR SIGLO XXI, congratulated and issued recognition to the athletes who requested certification for the Latin America records obtained.
Our next goal:
Continue in the task that Latin American countries join the ranks of COLPAR SIGLO XXI and become a solid block in the development of Parachuting in our continent.

Scheduled events, agreed in the General Conference:
XI Latin American PA Championship for March, in Brazil.
V Latin American PV Championship for October, in San Juan, Argentina.

COLPAR SIGLO XXI recognises and thanks the contribution FAI has made to the development of our sport and we reaffirm our commitment to continue promoting and developing the Parachuting in Latin American.

*Miembros no activos.